The web is a huge and highly dynamic environment which is growing exponentially in content and developing fast in structure. No search engine can cover the whole web, but it has to focus on the most valuable pages for crawling. Many methods have been developed based on link and text analysis for retrieving the pages. In this paper, an algorithm based on link, text, logarithmic distance and probabilistic measure is presented to find the relevancy of the web pages. Here, the most relevant pages are retrieved. It has been proved experimentally that this method provides more number of relevant pages.
INTRODUCTION
The web contains more than 350 million pages and continues to grow rapidly by creating million pages per day. Such growth and fluctuation generate essential limits of scale for today's generic search engines [7] . Since the number of web sites is growing rapidly, the number and size of stored documents are increasing faster and also the contents of websites are often getting updated increasingly [1] . A preliminary set of web pages (seed pages) are given as input to the web crawlers and it extracts the outgoing links emerging in the seed pages and decide what links to visit next, based on certain criteria. Crawlers continue visiting the Web pages until a desired number of pages have been downloaded or until local resources such as storage are exhausted [4] .
In this paper, an efficient web crawling algorithm is presented by combining text content, link analysis, logarithmic distance and probabilistic measure. Initially, the seed URL is extracted from the web by inputting the relevant keyword. Then, the relevant pages are identified from it according to the relevancy score computed for all the outgoing web pages. Once the outgoing links are filtered, the crawling process is then continued within these links until the relevance of the corresponding page is not satisfied by the threshold value. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it makes use of the link, text content as well as the logarithmic distance and the probabilistic measure to find the similarity. Here, the similar and also the dissimilar keywords are found with the probabilistic measure for improving the efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 specifies the related work. Section 3 proposes the algorithm for web crawling process. Section 4 shows the experimental results and performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the conclusion of the result is given in section 5.
RELATED WORK
In the literature, numerous algorithms have been proposed for web crawling process. Fish Search is one of the first dynamic search heuristics, that capitalizes on the intuition in which relevant documents often have relevant neighbors [14] . It does not provide enough relevant search directions, under time limit constraints. A shark search algorithm have been developed which is an improved and more powerful version of that algorithm. The shark-search algorithm overcomes the limitations of the fish search algorithm, by better evaluating the significance of neighboring pages, even before they are accessed and analyzed [12] . They assigned starting URLs, which are relevant to an interested topic to the crawler. Initial step is to determine the starting URLs or the starting point of a crawling process. The crawler is unable to traverse the Internet without starting URLs. Similar to focused crawler [16] , a user has to define some starting URLs to the crawler.
It is claimed that the crawler does not need any starting URLs [18] , and the crawler is able to find a direction to target pages by starting at non-related web pages. But, it is believed that [10] the crawler with good starting URLs is capable of gathering more relevant web pages.
For the content-based method, the proposed shark-search [12] , motivated by fish-search [14] , which used topic similarity of a vector space model technique as a parameter in URL ordering process.
With the huge growth of World Wide Web, the existing general-purpose search engines have presented much more limitations [2] . The search results are ranked based on user preferences in content and link and integrated to rank the results [3] . A search engine with a specialized index has more structured content and provides higher accuracy than a generalized search engine, as it has already been intelligently extracted from the web [20] . Searching based on hyperlink and content relevance strategy is discussed in [15] .
Web crawlers retrieve the web pages and include them or their representations into a local repository. The processing of crawler begins from a seed page and then it uses the external links within the seed page to deal with other pages [8] . The algorithm [10] , covers the discussion of both the initial and successive crawling.
PROPOSED METHOD FOR WEB CRAWLING
The seed page is the most important page for extracting the relevant information. This seed URL is selected by giving the keywords as input to the most popular search engines such as Google, Yahoo. Then, the resulting URLs that are common in these search engines are considered to be more relevant to the query and such URLs are taken as seed URLs.
Calculating the Relevancy Score
The seed URL that is calculated in the previous step and the keywords are given as input to the crawler. From the seed URL, the outgoing links are extracted. For each outgoing link, the relevancy score is calculated by using the methods specified.
Link Weight
The category of a web page is determined based on the keywords on the link, anchor text on the link and other attributes. Here, the anchor text of link is used to calculate the link weight based on division method. Link weight is used to find how many anchor text are presented in link content. If all the anchor text keywords are presented in the URL belongs, then its division score is 1. Otherwise, the link weight depends on the percentage value of anchor text appearing in the current link. The link weight is calculated using the following formula.
Where, U L represents the total number of links that contain the anchor text and L T represents the total number of links presented in the parent node.
Text content similarity
The text content similarity of the two pages, the seed URL page and the child page are computed using Levenshtein Distance. The keywords are extracted from the web page content using the text mining processes such as stop word removal and stemming method. The extracted tokens are given to the Levenshtein Distance, which calculates the text content similarity between the pages by using the word distance and the length of word forms. This is calculated based on the following formula.
where EditDist is performed to calculate the number of insertion, deletion and substitution operation which are needed to transform one string s1 into the another string s2.
Logarithmic Distance
Here, the logarithmic distance which was proposed in FICA algorithm [20] is computed, between each links for finding the shortest path. The logarithmic distance is computed based on the total number of outgoing links in the current web pages along with the logarithmic distance of previous stage web pages. The seed URL obtains the logarithmic value of the total number of outgoing link. Then, the second level web pages obtain the distance by adding the logarithmic distance of previous level with the current level. A sample graph G of finding the logarithmic distance is show in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: A sample graph of Logarithmic distance
The computation of the distance is done using the following formula.
where L d (1) ( i ) is the logarithmic distance of the seed URL i , L t ( i ) is the total number of outgoing links for the web page i, L d (2) ( i ) is the logarithmic distance of second level web page i.
Probabilistic Measure:
The proposed probability-based distance measure is used to find the similarity between the seed page with respect to the outgoing link. Initially, the preprocessing steps of text mining are applied and the tokens are extracted from the web pages and the tokens are sorted based on the frequency. Subsequently, the top 'n' keywords are selected to find the probabilistic measure that mainly depends on the positive and negative occurrences of the keywords.
For example, considering the seed URL 'u' that consists of a set of keywords W i which is defined by the equation given below
where, k is the keyword of the URL 'u' and 'n' is the number of keywords. In the seed URL, there will be many other hyperlinks known as the sub links and of which, the best suitable link is selected. For this, the probabilistic measure is used by comparing the similar and dissimilar keywords in the seed URL and the sub link URL. In the set of output link, select one page denoted W k , (1 <= k <= n) W k = { j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , ….., j n } Then, compute the probability of occurrence of similar keywords for both pages, W i and W k along with the probability of occurrence of dissimilar keywords in both the pages. The number of similar and dissimilar keywords are (3) log (2) log (2) log(2) (2) sorted based on the frequency of its occurrence. Then, the probabilistic measure for the two pages W given by
where, P( w i Є w k )= T / N and, P (w i not Є w refers to the similar keywords of both the pages, total number of keywords and K refers to the dissimilar keywords of both the pages.
Selecting the Outgoing Relevancy Score
This step is used for finding the outgoing links that is then put into the URL queue to sequentially perform the above mentioned steps. Here, the outgoing link is selected seed URL page based on the relevancy score and the link was chosen from the outgoing link whether the relevancy scor satisfies the user specified value. The relevancy score for finding the relevant outgoing links is computed through the equation described as follows.
R s = α * W t + β * L d + λ * D lev + δ * P After finding out the relevancy score, compare it with the specified threshold value, T r . If the relevancy score value is greater than the threshold value, then it is given to the URL queue. The same process in the earlier steps is then sequentially performed for all the pages in the URL queue until the URL gets empty.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, experimental results of the proposed web crawling algorithm are presented. The proposed algorithm has been implemented in java (jdk 1.6) and the experimentation is performed on a 3.0 GHz Pentium machine with 2 GB main memory.
Experimental Results
The experimentation of the proposed algorithm is carried out by inputting the various keywords to the search engine Google, so that the seed URLs are extracted. With the help of the seed URL, the web pages are crawled from the web. The outgoing link from the seed URL are fetched and the value of the child URLs are determined by using the above specified method and the relevancy score is calculated for each link. This process is repeated until the threshold value of maximum depth is reached.
The value of the Relevancy score is calculated, by using the four different methods data for each outgoing link. The experimentation is performed for different threshold values and for different keywords. The relevancy score is compared with different threshold values. If the relevancy score is more, then the outgoing links are stored in folders and the relevant pages are determined from those links.
From the number of retrieved pages, the number of relevant pages are calculated and the graph is given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for two different queries. The result is compared for different threshold values and the graph is generated for the proposed algorithm and the Integrated Page Rank algorithm [3] . The graph experimentally proves that the propose algorithm fetches more number of relevant pages for the given query compared to the Integrated Page Rank algorithm.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient algorithm for web crawling is proposed. The proposed algorithm efficiently utilizes the link, text content, logarithmic distance and probability measure to find the relevancy of the web pages. For experimentation, different keywords web pages. In order to evaluate the effectiveness, the proposed algorithm is compared wi Ranking algorithm [3] , which is proved in the experimental results. For different threshold value and for various keywords, the Relevancy score is computed by the crawler and the efficiency of the algorithm is determined.
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